
 

Native Instruments is an orchestral and electronic music software company focusing on audio workstation applications. Native
Instruments also design some of the most expensive audio interfaces on the market; notable products include those labeled as
KOMPLETE, MASCHINE, and TRAKTOR. This article will review Traktor PRO 2 V3.8.3 Incl. Patch-R2R Serial Key which
is a free patch for use with Serato DJ Pro 2 software - one of the most popular digital DJing applications available today.
Traktor PRO 2 is a free patch for Serato DJ Pro 2 software. The patch was created by Native Instruments in collaboration with
Serato, the makers of the popular Serato DJ Pro 2 software. The purpose behind the patch was to make Traktor's advanced
features available to both commercial and hobbyist users of Serato DJ Pro. This allows users who are more familiar with
Traktor, or who prefer its workflow, to be able to make use of the features that come with it. While this has not been an
officially supported feature by either companies in the past, it is still quite popular among many digital DJs today due to its ease
of use and convenience over buying separate copies of both software titles. Traktor PRO 2 V3.8.3 Incl. Patch-R2R Serial Key
features a set of advanced tools which have been designed to enhance your overall DJing experience when using Serato DJ Pro
2. For example, the remix deck feature allows you to utilize a deck in a similar manner to beat matching in the traditional sense,
but with an added additional layer of flexibility and control over what you mix in, out, and when - all from your laptop keyboard
or MIDI controller. The timecode assignment controls allow you to specifically control what effect is mapped to a particular
control. The keylock feature allows you to lock in any frequency, and will not let the track change if either the DJ or the track
changes the pitch. These features make it easier for both DJs who like to mix and scratch, and DJs who like to mix and blend
(aka "intelligent mixing"). The new Traktor "snapshot" saving feature allows easy access to your favorite FX configuration setup
on any deck for quick saving. Where before, artists would have had to save their FX settings on individual tracks or BPMs, now
all of this can be saved in one quick snapshot setting. Some users have reported latency issues when running Traktor PRO 2 in
conjunction with Serato DJ Pro 2. While this does not inhibit the performance of either software individually, it could be a
problem for DJs who like to play and mix in real time and in beat. Fortunately, this issue has been addressed by Native
Instruments with the official release of Traktor 3.6, which includes the MIDI delay compensation feature. Presently, this feature
is not available for Mac users using Mac OS 10.7 or later - it is however available for Mac users using Mac OS 10.5 or earlier
through an unofficial patch by Q-Bert of Scratch Live fame.
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